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A stopping time-based policy iteration algorithm for 

average reward Markov decision processes 

by 

J. van der Wal 

Abstract 

We consider Howard's policy iteration algorithm for multichained finite 

state and action Markov decision processes at the criterion of average 

reward per unit time. Using stopping times as has been done by Wessels 

in the total reward case we obtain a set of policy improvement stepst 

among which Gauss Seidel, which as we show give convergent algorithms 

and produce average optimal strategies. 
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I. Introduction and notations 

In this paper we deal with the finite state and action Markov decision 

process (MDP) at the criterion of average reward per unit time. We will 

consider Howard's policy iteration method [6J and we introduce stopping 

times, as has been done for total reward MDP by Wessels [11J and Van 

Nunen and Wessels [9J to obtain a set of policy improvement steps. 

Among them the Gauss-Seidel step suggested by Hastings [3J. And we show 

that each of these stopping time-based algorithms terminates with an 

average optimal strategy. 

So we are looking at a discrete time MDP with finite state space 

S :- {I,2, ••• ,N} and finite action space A. If in state i action a is 

taken the immediate reward is r(i,a) and a transition is made to state j 

with probability p(jli,a). A strategy n in this MDP is any sequence 

(nO,n
1

, ••• ) of mappings nn from (S x A)n x S [the set of histories upto 

time nJ into A. [The restriction to nonrandomized strategies is not 

relevant]. Each i e: Sand n determine a probability 1P . on (S x A) 
l.,n 

ClO 

and a stochastic process {(X ,A ), n - O,l, ••• } where X is the state n n n 
and An the action at time n. The expectation with respect to 1P . is 

l.,n 
denoted by 'IE • and lE (0) denotes the N-vector with i-th component 

l.,n n 
'IE. (0). 

l.,1T 
A strategy for which there exists a map f : S -+ A such that n (h ,i) = f(i) . n n 
for all n, all h e: (S x A)n and i e: S will be called a stationary 

n 
strategy or a policy and we denote it by f. By r f we denote the N-vector 

with i-th component r(i,f(i» and similarly Pf denotes the matrix with 

Pf(i,j) = p(jli,f(i». And we define 

* . _) n-1 k 
Pf := 11m nI Pf • 

n-+= k=O 

Let f be a policy, gf e: ]RN denote the gain or 

time and v f e: lR N be the bias term [v f - aim 
Markov chain corresponding to f is aperiodicJ. 

average reward per unit 
n-l k . 

L
k

_
O 

Pfr
f 

- ng
f 

1f the 

Then (Sf'vf ) is 
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the unique solution of 

r f + Pfv == v + g 

(I , 1 ; f) P f g == g 

The standard policy improvement step may now be formulated as follows: 

Let f be the actual policy then find an improved policy h as follows. 

Let D(i,f) and E(i,f), i € S be defined by 

D(i,f) := {a € AII·p(j1 i,a)gf(j) .. max E·p(jli,k)gf(j)} 
J k J 

E(i,f) := {a IE D(i,f)lr(i,a) + Lp(jli,a)vf(j)" max {r(i,k) + 
J k€D(i,f) 

+ EjP(jli,k)vf(j)} • 

Take h to be any policy with h(i) € E(i,f), such that if f(i) € E(i,f) 

then h(i) .. f(i), LIES. 

The gain gh of a policy h obtained in this way is at least equal to the 

gain gf of f and if gh == gf on S then the bias term vh of h is at least 

equal to the bias term of f : vh ~ vf' Now one may perform the policy 

improvement step again on h, etc. until a policy is found that cannot be 

improved anymore, h* say. Then h* is optimal gain, i.e. gh* ~ gf for all 

policies f. 

This algorithm is known as Howard's policy iteration algorithm [6J. 

Actually his formulation was slightly different. In Howard's version the 

equation P;v == 0 in (1,I;f) is replaced by the condition that in each 

irreducible class of Pf one component of v is set equal to zero. The 

formulation given here seems to stem from Blackwell [I]. A convergence 

proof can be found in Derman [2J. 

In this paper we propose a different policy improvement step which.we 

will formulate by means of stopping times. In all generality a stopping 
00 

time is a function 1 on S with the property 

for all jn+l,jn+2"" € S. 
For reasons that will become clear in the sequel [we will come back to it 

in section 7] we restrict ourselves to a special class of stopping times: 

the set of nonzero, finite and transition memoryless stopping times. By 

nonzero we mean: 
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t(iO,i 1, ••• ) ~ 1 for all i O,i
1

, ••• € S, by finite we mean F i,1T (1" < ~) = 1 

for all i,1T. So whether a stopping time is finite or not may depend on the 

MDP under consideration. The term transition memoryless refers to the 

property that stopping only occurs after a transition from i to j for 

special pairs (i,j). Formally, there exists a subset T C 82 such that 

1"(iO,i l , ••• ) = n ~ (ik ,ik+1) t T, k= O, ••• ,n - 2, (in-I,in) € T • 

(So transition memoryless stopping times are automatically nonzero.] 

In the sequel all stopping times will be assumed to be nonzero, finite 

and transition memoryless. 

One may show that these stopping times , are also exponentially bounded 

[Le. for all 1f there exists anM and (l < 1 such that F. (1" > n) < Man, i EO SJ 1,1T 
So, for any stopping time, and strategy 1f, we may define the vector r 1",1T 
and the matrices P and Q by 1",1T 1",1T 

1"-1 
r ( i) : = lE . I r (X , A ) , 

T,1T 1,1T ncO n n 
i € S 

P (i t j ) : = F. (X = j) , 1",1T 1,1T , i,j € 8 

,-1 
Q (i,j):= lE . I o(Xn,j), i,j € S 

't1T 1,1T ncO 

where Hk,j) - {: 
if k = j 

if k '" J 

Now we are able to give a rough formulation of the modified policy improvement 

step we propose. 

Let f be any policy and (gf'vf ) solve (l,l;f). 

Then, first maximize P, t .gf and s.:condlyu~e the remaining freedom 

to maximize r + P vf - Q g, where g = maxP if' 
T,' 't' ,,' 1f L,1T 

We subtract the term Q g since we must compare r with Q times the 
1",' T,' .,' 

average amount we expect to get, which is at least g [for a strategy pre-

scribing a maximizer 1f of P gf upto time, and f thereafterJ. " . 
We will see that the [one of the] maximizer[s] in the modified policy 

improvement step is a policy. 
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Notice that the stopping time characterized by the set T = {(i,j)lj ~ i} 

corresponds to the Gauss-Seidel policy improvement step. 

In section 2 we will motivate the modified policy improvement step by 

considering the discounted MDP when the discountfactor tends to 1. 

In section 3 we give the full description of the modified improvement 

step. Section 4 gives some preliminary results needed to show in section 

5 that the modified improvement step produces a better policy. 

Section 6 shows that repeated application of the modified improvement 

step yields an average optimal strategy. 

Before we proceed with section 2 we introduce one more notation which 

will simplify our formulas there. 

~et f b: any. policy then we may split up the matrix P
f 

into the matrices 

Pf and P
f 

defined by 

if j I. T. 
1. 

else 

if jeT. 
1. 

else 

Then we have for stationary strategies 

Lemma 1 • 1 Let f be a policy then 

(i) (I - -1 r = - Pf ) r
f .,f 

(ii) (I -
- -l~ 

P = Pf) Pf 'r,f 

(iii) Q f (I -
- -1 

= Pf ) 
L. 

Proof. The proof is straightforward. For example 

o 
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2. Motivation of the modified policy improvement stee 

In this section we give a motivation for the improvement step by considering 

the discounted MDP when the discountfactor tends to 1. 

For a policy f we have the following equation (cf. Blackwell [IJ) 

(2. 1) (8 + 1) , 

where ve,f denotes the total expected discounted return under f: 

And also the functional equation 

v = r + P v , B,f B,T,f B,T,f B,f 

with 

T-l 
ro f = IE f I Snr(X,A) , 
~.T, n=O n n 

the expected discounted reward upto time T, and 

00 

Po f(i,j) = z: BnF ;,f(X
T 

=: j, T = n) • 
1-', T, n=I'" 

The following discounted analogon of lemma 1.1 is straightforward 

Letmlla 2. 1 • 

r B,T,f 
- -) = (I - BP

f
) r and 

If we apply a successive approximation step on ve,f then we maximize 

(restricting ourselves to policies, which is allowed by theorem 3.2 in 

Wessels [11]) 

(2.2) (13 + I), 

or 

(2.3) (8 + 1) • 
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We need the following lemma 

Lem:na 2.2. 

<X) 

(I - l3i\)-1 ... 1: (_l)n(1 - S)n{P
h 

(I - i\) -1 }n(1 - Ph)-I 
n-O 

Proof. - - -1 
- Ph + (1 - I3)Ph) • 

- -1 - - --1 
Ph) = (I - Ph)Ph(1 - Ph) Further - - -

Ph = Ph(r - Ph) (I -

So (I - SPh)-l ... [I - Ph + (1 - 13)(1 - Ph)Ph(1 - Ph)-l]-l 

Expanding the first term on the rhs now yields the desired result. o 

Substituting the result of lemma 2.2 in (2.3) we get 

(2.4) 

~ 

Which, using lemma 1.1 and taking together the constant terms with Phg
f

, 

reduces to 

(2,5) 
-1 

(1 - 13) P hgf + r h + P hVf - Q hP hgf + a (1 ) ., T, T, T, T, 
(13 t 1) , 

So, if we want to maximize (2.2) for S sufficiently close to I, our first 

concern will be to maximize PT,hgf' Once we have done that we will maximize 

r h + P hVf - Q hP hgf' And this is precisely the improvement step 
T, T, T, T, 

we proposed in section 1. 

On the other hand if policy f itself is optimal in both tests then we have 

for all h 

(2.6) (13 t 1) 
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If we iterate this .and use pn e S Sne e,r,h 
T (e = (1,1, ••• ,1) )[as follows 

from T ~ l]then we get 

(2.7) 
N-l 

\ pn r + pN v (1 a aN-I) (1) ~ s va,f + + ~ + ••• + ~ 0 • n=O a,T,h /3,T,h S,T,h St f ~ 

Letting N tend to infinity gives 

(2.8) (13 t 1) • 

So f must be an optimal gain policy. 

3. The modified policy improvement step 

First we will give the full discription of the policy improvement step we 

already introduced roughly. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Let f be a policy and (gf'vf ) solve (l,l;f). 

Define lP E 1R N by 

and for all i E S the set A(i,f) of all a € A for which 

L p(jli,a)gf(j) +.J p(jli,a)(gf + ~)(j) = (gf + lP)(i) • 
JET. J1T. 

~ 1 

Let R(f) be the set of policies which only use actions from 

A(i,f), i E S [h E R(f) * h(i) E A(i,f), i € S] 

We will see that all policies from R(f) maximize (3.1). 

Define y by 

max {r + P~,hvf - Q~,h(gf + lP)} = vf + y 
hER(f) T,h < < 

and for all i E S the set B(i,f) as the set of a E A(i,f) with 

Define an improved policy h with h(i) € B(i,f) and if f(i) € B(i,f) 

then p(i) = f(i). 
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In section 5 we will show that policy h is indeed an improvement of f. 

But before we come to that we want to consider the modified improvement 

step in more detail. 

In the maximization (3.1) we only consider stationary strategies. The 

following lemma shows that nothing can be gained by considering other 

strategies. 

N Lemma 3.1. For all w € m. 

(3.5) sup P w = max P hW' 
~ Tt~ h T, 

Proof. We follow the line of proof of theorem 3.2 in Wessels [JU. First 

define the following MOP 

(3.6) 

r(i,a) := I p(j \ i,a)w(j) 
JET. 

~ 

if j e: T. 
~ 

if J ~ T. 
~ 

One easily sees that this newly defined MOP is equivalent to the original 

problem. From the fact that we demanded T to be finite one may obtain that 

the new process is N-stage contracting, thus contracting (cf. section 7 

in Van Ree and Wessels [4J. Rence, for example by theorem 3.1.(ii) in Van Nunen 

and Wessels [10J, we can restrict ourselves to policies. Since both MOP are 

equivalent we can restrict ourselves to policies in the original maximization 

prob 1em as well. 0 

If we write out the functional equation of the MOP (3.6) with w • Sf then 

we get 

(3.7) max {r(i,a) + ? p(j \i,a)(gf + ~)(j)} = (gf + ~)(i) , i E: S • 
a J 

We see that the set A(i,f) is precisely the set of actions which attain 

the maximum in (3.7). And the Ihs of (3.2) is at most equal to the rhs. 
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So A(i,f) is the set of conserving actions (cf. Rordijk [5J). Since L is 

finite all strategies are equalizing, so any strategy consisting of actions 

from A(i,f) only must maximize (3.1). Reversively one may show that 

strategies maximizing (3.1) effectively use only actions from the sets 

A(i,f). Therefore, our fist aim being to maximize (3,1), it is natural 

. to consider only strategies taking actions from A(i,f) in the maximization 

(3.3). Moreover let n(f) be the reduced set of strategies that only use 

actions from A(i,f) then we have 

Lemma 3.2. For all v,w E lRN 

(3.8) max {r + P v - Q w} = max { r + P v - Q hW} • 
~En(f) T,~ T,~ L,~ hER(f) T,h r,h r, 

Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of lemma 3.1 with only 

the action sets being smaller and a different reward structure 

= r(i,a) := r(i,a) - wei) + 
(3.9) 

and 

I p(jli,a),'(j) , 
j (T. 

~ 

i € S, a E A(i,f) 

i E S, a € A(i,f) 

o 

As a result we can restrict ourselves in the maximization (3.7) to policies 

from H(f). 

Now the functional equation of MOP (3.9) with v = vf and w = gf + ~ becomes 

(3.10) max {~(i,a) + I p(j!i,a)(vf + Y)(j)} = (vf + y)(i) , i € S • 
aEA( it f) j 

So B(i,f) is the set of actions attaining the maximum in (3.10). And the 

sets B(i,f) are the sets of conserving actions which according to the same 

reasoning as before produce all policies maximizing (3.3). 

4. Some preliminary results 

In the next section we will need a result about the chainstructure of the 

matrices P h. 
T, 
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Lemma 4.1. 

(i) Each irreducible class of Ph contains exactly one irreducible 

class of P h and possibly some states which are transient 1", 
under P • 1" 

(ii) If i belongs to an irreducible class C of Ph then P1" h(i,j) > 0 , 
only if j belongs to the irreducible class of P h contained 1", 
in C. 

Proof. The proof is not difficult and follows from the fact that 1" is 

transition memoryless. We prefer to omit it there. 

For more general stopping times lemma 4.1 need not hold. For example, 

let 

1 
o 
o !J 

o 

and T = 3, then Ph has only one irreducible class 

{I}, {2} and {3}. 

{1,2,3}, but P1" h three: , 

An important consequence of lemma 4.1(ii) which we will use in section 5 ~s 

Corollary 4.2. If w is constant on an irreducible class C of PT h then P
T 

hW , , 
is constant on the class of Ph containing C. 

AnOther result we will need ~s formulated inthefollow'ing lemma. 

Lemma 4.3. For the solution (gf'vf ) of (l,I;f) we have 

(4.1) 

(4.2) (ii) rT,f + P~,fvf Q • • - T, fgf m v f • 

Proof. We only prove (i), the proof of (ii) being similar • 
- .... 

From lemma I.l(ii), the definition of Pf and Pf and Pfgf m gf we have 

(I - - -1'" = (I -
- -} 

- Pf)gf P '(,fgf = Pf ) Pfgf P f) (P f 

m (I - i\)-l(I - Pf)gf gf . 0 
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5. The modified policy improvement step improves 

In this section we show that the modified policy improvement step from 

section 3 yields an improved policy h. I.e., let f be a policy and 

(Sf'v f ) solve (1,I;f) and let h be a policy obtained from f by the· 

modified improvement step and (gh'vh) solve (1,1 ;h). Then either 

(i) gh ~ gf and gh ~ gf [h has a higher gain] 

or (ii) gh = gf' vh ~ vf and vh ~ vf [h has the same gain but a 

higher biasJ 

or (iii) the policies f and h are equal. 

Our proof if rather similar to the one in Derman [2J for the standard 

policy improvement step. 

From the construction of the policy h we have the following two equations 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

And further we have from lemma 4.3 

(5.3) 

(5.4) r h + P hVh - Q hP g = vh • L, L, L, T,hh 

Subtracting (5.1) from (5.3) and (5.2) from (5.4), writing8g = gh - gf 

and 8V = vh - vf we obtain 

(5.5) P h8g = 8g - ljJ 
L, 

(5.6) P h8V - Q hP h8g = 8V - Y • 
1', T, T, 

In order to prove 8g ~. 0 we need two additional lemmas. 

Lemma 5.1. 

(i) ljJ ~ 0 

(ii) if ljJ(i) = 0 then y(i) ~ 0 • 
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Pr~of. (i) : Immediate from gf + W = PL,hgf ~ PL,fgf and PL,fgf = gf 

(ii): wei) = 0 hence the rhs of (3.2) equals gf(i). From ~ ~ 0 

and Pfgf = gf the lhs of (3.2) with a = f(i) is equal to 

But from (3.7) we see that the lhs of (3.2) is at most equal to the rhs. 

Therefore f(i) E: A(i,f) and ~(j) = 0 for all j with p(j\i,f(i» > O. Thus, 

if one starts in a state i with wei) = 0 and plays f, then, with prob

ability 1, one does not reach any state j with W(j) > 0 before L. SO, 

let f be any policy which prescribes f(i) in the states with ~(i) = O. 

Then for all i with Wei) = 0 

Hence Y(i) ~ 0 • 

TWo more notations. We will write R h for the set of states which are 
* L, 

recurrent under P hand P h for the matrix 
L, L, 

Lemma 5.2. 

N-l 
lim N-

1 L pn h • 
N-+o) n=O L, 

(i) On the set R h we have W = O. 
L, 

(ii) 6g is constant on each class of P h' 
L, 

* * = Proof. (i) : If we multiply (5.5) by P and use P P P 

* 
L ,h L,h L,h 

get P h~ = O. So, with ~ ~ 0 we get ~ = o on R L,h' 1:, 
(ii) : Substituting the result from (i) in (5.5) yields P h6g L, 

* 
1:,h then we 

= 6g on 

o 
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n 
R h' hence also P h~g = ~g and T, ., 

* P h~g = 
" 

~g. 

So 88 must be constant on each class of P h' ., 
Now we are ready to prove our first result 

Lemma 5.3. On R h we have ~g ~ O. 
" 

Proof. If we mUltiply (5.6) by p* we get 
'r,h 

(5.7) * * P hQ hP h~g = P hY • 
T, "" l, 

From lemmas 5.2(i) and 5,I(ii) we have ~ = 0 hence Y ~ 0 on R h'So 
T, 

'It 
P hY ~ O. Moreover by lemma 5.2(ii) and corollary 4.2 1', we have P h~g 

'r , 

constant on each class of Ph' Now assume ~g = a < o on some class of 

P1',h then PT,h6g = a on some class of Ph' So with T ~ 1 and Q.,h(i,j) = 0 

if j not in the same irreducible class of Ph we get QT,hP.,h~g S a < 0 

* some class of P h' Hence P hQ hP h~g s a < 0 on some class of P h' 

IJ 

T, T, ., 'r, T, 
But p* hY ~ 0 on S. Contradiction, so we must have ~g ~ 0 on R h' 0 

1', " 

In order to show ~g ~ 0 on S we use the following lemma. We write vmin for 

min v(i). 
iE:S 

Lemma 5.4. The set D := {iE SI6g(i) = 6g . } is closed under P h' m1n T, 

Proof. From (5.5) we have for i E D the inequality 

(P h~g)(i) = (6g - $)(i) S (6g)(i) = ~2 •• 1', im1n 

But clearly (P h~g)(j) ~ ~2. for all j € S. So we must have 
" ~1n 

(P ~g)(i) = ~g • , i € D and D is closed under P h' 
l' ~1n T, 

From lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 we now have 

o 
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Theorem 5.5. If h is a policy obtained from f by means of the modified 

policy iteration step then the gain of h is at least equal to the gain 

of f: gb ;:: gf' 

Proof. The set D of lemma 5.4 is closed under P h therefore contains an 1', 
irreducible class of P on which we have ~g - ~g . • But on R h we 1',h mLn T, 
have ~g ;:: 0 by lemma 5.3. Rence ~g. ;:: 0 or gh ;:: gf on s. 0 

mLn 

Next we will show that ~g = 0 [gh = gf] implies vh ~ vf' Substitution of 

~g - 0 in (5.5) yields $ = O. Thus,by lemma 5.1(ii),y ~ O. And ~g = 0 

reduces (5.6) to 

(5.8) P h~v = ~v - y • 1', 

MUltiplying (5.8) by p* h gives p* hY = 0, hence 
" T, 

Lemma 5.6. If ~g = o then y = 0 on R h' 1', 

Now we are able to prove the following important result. We write ~ for 

the set of recurrent states of Ph' 

Lemma 5.7. If ~g = 0 then h(i) = f(i) for all i € ~. 

Proof. From the definition of h we see that it is sufficient to prove 

f(i) € B(i,f) for all i € ~. Let i be such that y(i) = 0, then the rhs 

of (3.4) equals vf(i). From $ == 0, y;:: 0 and rf+Pfvf-gf=vf the Ihs of (3.4) 

with a = f(i) becomes 

But from (3.10) the lhs is at most equal to the rhs. So we have f(i) € B(i,f) 

and y(j) = 0 for all j with p(jli,f(i» > O. 

From lemma 5.6 we have y = 0 on R h' hence h(i) = f(i) for all i € R h' 
" 1', 

Further for all j for which there exists an i with y(i) = 0 and p(jli,f(i» > 0 

we have y(j) = 0 hence h(j) = f(j). Continuing to reason in this way we get 

h(i) = f(i) for all i that can be reached from R h under h which is 
T, 

precisely the set ~. o 
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Proof. If we restrict (1,I;h) to ~ then the solution is again unique 

and equal to the restriction of (gh'Vh) to Rh • Since f = h on ~ we 

must have vf = vh on ~. 

And finally we have 

Theorem 5.9. If gh = gf then vh ~ v
f 

+ y and if y = 0 then h = f. 

Proof. Analogous to the way we showed Ag. ~ 0 (theorem 5.5) one proves 
m1n 

o 

AVmin = 0, so 6v ~ 0, which substituted in (5.8) yields 6v ~ y or vh ~ vf + y. 

Further if ~ = y = 0 then it is immediately clear from (3.1) and (3.3) 

that f(i) € B(i,f) for all i € S, hence h = f. 

6. The modified policy iteration algorithm yields a gain optimal polipy 

We still have to check whether the replacement in the policy iteration 

algorithm of the standard policy improvement step by the stopping time

based policy improvement step gives a convergent algorithm and produces 

an average optimal policy. 

But this is not difficult. Clearly the modified policy iteration algorithm 

must converge as each improvement yields a new policy and there are only 

finitely many policies. Further let h* be a policy to which the algorithm 

has converged then we already know from section 2 that h* must be optimal 

gain. 

A different way to see that h* must be average optimal is obtained from 

section 5 as follows. 

o 

Let h be an arbitrary policy and let h* replace f in all places in section 5. 

Then again we can write down the equations (5.1) - (5.6). But now ~ ~ 0 

and if ~(i) = 0 then y(i) ~ 0 and lemma 5.2 holds as well. Anew we·obtain 

* (5.7) but now P hY ~ L, 
0, so with lemma 5.3 we have 6g ~ ° on R h' With 

L, 
the analogon of lemma 5.4, Df := 

P h' we get 6g SOon s. 
t, 

{i € SI6g(i) = ASmax} is closed under 
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7. Remarks and extensions 

(i) That our stopping times were transition memoryless turned out to 

be important in lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 

For other stopping times the restriction to policies is not allowed 

in general (cf. theorem 3.3 in Wessels [IIJ). 

We also used T ~ 1 in lemma 5.3. The fact that T is finite has been 

used throughout [for example (I - Pf)-l and all strategies being 

equalizingJ. 

(ii) For special transition memoryless stopping times [e.g. Gauss-SeidelJ 

the policy improvement stop can be performed componentwise and then 

the amount of work will be the same as for the standard one. The 

improvement step can not be performed componentwise if T is such 

that a path (iO, ••• ,in , ••• ) with T(iO"") > n, iO = in and i k ~ iO 

for some 0 < k < n may occur; the case of a real cycle. 

(iii) Here we considered nonrandomized stopping times only, the extension 

to randomized stopping times however is straightforward (cf. Van 

Nunen [8J). 

(iv) We have made the restriction to finite stopping times. From a 

numerical point of view [compare (ii)J the only relevant case where 

1P. Cr = 0:» > 0 will occur is the Jacobi or Jacobi + Gauss-Seidel step [i. e. 
1.,1T 

the cases T = {(i,j)lj ~ i) or T = {(i,j)lj > UJ with pUli,a) = 1 

for some i,a. Then lP. f (t = (0) = 
1., 

for all f with f(i) = a. 

Our approach depended heavily on the finiteness of T, but it seems 

possible to extend the results of this paper with some modifications 

to the case of nonfinite T. A much simpler approach that would give 

us almost the Jacobi step would be to consider randomized stopping 

times where the probability of not stopping after (i,i) is though 

very close but not equal to I. 

(v) In section 2 we only considered the first two terms of the Laurent 

series expansion for ve,f 

00 

ve,f = L (1 - e)nzn(f) 
n=) 

with z_l (f) = gf and zO(f) = vf (cf. Miller and Veinott [7J). In a 

companion paper we will consider the whole series and obtain similar 

results as in Miller and Veinott. For example taking 3 instead of 2 
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terms of the Laurent series yields a stopping time-based improvement 

step which produces a bias optimal strategy. 
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